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MEETINGS 
In this department every effort is made to publish timely announcements of future meetings, 
as well as reports of events and papers presented at past meetings. For this we rely on the 
organizers of meetings to send us announcements as early as possible, and on colleagues in 
each country to send us reports of local activities in the history of mathematics. Unnecessary 
duplication may be avoided by checking with the Editor or the nearest member of the 
International Commission listed on the back cover of Historia Mathematica before 
submitting reports to this department. 
REPORTS 
14th Summer School of Czech Historians of Mathematics 
Mandtin-Brdo, Czechia, May 31-June 4, 1993 
Members of the Czech Society for History of Science and Technology, the Union of Czech 
Mathematicians and Physicists, of the Masaryk University in Brno, and of the Historical Institute of 
the Academy of Sciences Czechia organized a week-long summer school in the west Bohemian town 
Manrtin-Brdo. The subjects dealt with were especially 
1. The anniversaries of three Czech mathematicians: Emil Weyr (1848-1894), Karel Petr 
(1893-1950), and Eduard (~ech (1893-1960); 
2. Methodological questions of university lectures in history of mathematics, emphasizing T. 
Lengyelfalusi's and J. Potucek's contributions in this field; and 
3. Postgraduate studies in history of mathematics at the Universities of Prague and Brno organized 
by J. Ber~ and E. Fuchs. 
The following lectures were given: 
J. BE~vAi~: Emil Weyr and His Importance for Czech and Austrian Mathematics of the Second Half 
of the 19th Century 
J. FOLXA: The Correspondence between Eduard (~ech and Bronislav Knaster (1915-1958): On the 
Occasion of the Centenary of E. (~ech's Birthday 
Z. CRKALOVA: Karel Petr, Organizer of Czech Mathematicians at the Beginning of the 20th Century 
J. BE~VAi~: Greek Mathematics and Geometrical Constructions with Compasses and Ruler. 
Connections between Geometry and Algebra and the Modern view on It 
T. LENGYELFALUSI: Ratio educationis of 1782 and the Mathematical School Education in Slovakia 
J. HOUSKA: Exchange of Bound Processes and the Way to Uniform Convergence 
M. MOROVICS: Farkas Bolyai and the First Steps of Janos Bolyai towards Noneuclidean Geometry 
J. POTtJ~EI~: Secondary School Mathematics in the Development of Secondary Education since 1850 
A. ~OLCOVA: Pascal's Power of Persuasion 
J. BA~TINEC: Development of Diophantine Analysis up to 1801 
A. ~AROUNOVA: Old Maps of Central Europe. Their Exactness, Used Means and the Development 
of Cartography 
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